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Dear Mr. Katz:

J.P. Morgan Securities Inc. ("JPMSI") appreciates the opportunity to
provide the Securities md Exchange Commission ("SEC")with comments on
proposed Regulation NMS under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the
",Exchange Act") as reproposed in Release 34-59870 (the "NMS Reproposal").
As expressed in previous comments, JPMSI agrees with the SEC that sweeping
market and technological changes in recent years present new challenges and
opportunities for the national market system ("NMS"). For this reason, P M S I
commends the SEC for its continued commitment to advancing the state of
regulation to protect the investing public and enhance the functioning of our
markets.
SPMSI shares t h e SEC's interest in ensuring market efkiency by fostering
depth and liquidity, whilc also ensuring that our rnarkels "offer a fair deal to all
types of invest,ors, large and small.''' SPMSI provides a wide variety of services
in the securities markets as one vf thc US.' largest broker-dcalers serving both
irlstitutionnl and retail investors. We therefore consider the interests o f varied
types of investors and trading strategies in considering proposed revisions to the
NMS and their likely efikcts on the market. Tn considerins whether Retylation
NMS would advance Ihe regulatory framework of the U.S.equity markets, JPMSI
belicves that the appropriate standard continues to be the five goals expressed by
Cungrcss in Section 11A of the Exclaange Act; ( I ) efficiency (2) competition
among markets, (3) market transparency, (4) best execution and (5) opportunity
for direct interaction of investor orders,

JPMSI believes that investors' interesrs and Congress' goals for the NMS
arc best served by regulations that foster competition among transparent and
accessible markets while balancing the nccds of varied investors. We therefore
-
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support certain aspects of the NMS Reproposal, but we are not in agreement with
others in their current form.
In particular, we support the market access proposal and the proposed ban
on sub-penny price quotations. We also support the modified market data
proposal to rebalance the allocation of market revenue. On the other hand, we
believe that any trade-through rule necessarily creates burdens on market
competition and creates certain adverse incentives. JPMSI is open to a
demonstration by the SEC that a trade-through rule may be used as a limited, but
on balancc beneficial, tool to encourage grcater use of limit orders. However.
JPMST believes that any trade-through rille co~ddonly strike a balance that is both
falr to all investors and beneficial to the market place if such a rule provides
flexibiltty for investors with large orders to negotiate price and the manner in
which those orders will be executed. JPMSIbelieves that without such flexibility.
a trade-rhrough rule would not strike a beneficial balance b e c a ~ ~ such
s e a rule
would be disproportionately costly to institutional investors, would prohibit
efficient transfers of risk ti0111 such investors to financial intermediaries with
trading expertise, would unnecessarily reduce cornpetnion among trading centers,
and would mandate execution strategies that would tend to increase market
volatility.
Executive Summary
Our comment letter datcd July 8, 2004 continues to describe our general
position on each of the areas covered by .Regulation NMS 0 t h that rhe proposed
trade-through rule. We therefore limit our comments in this letter to the
reproposed trade-throush rule. With respect to this reproposal, JPMSI has
reached the following conclusions:
I . JPMSI believes that the nlosl effective means to promote the goals o f
the NMS is to require markets to provide brood access to limit orders rather than
through use of mandatory trade-through protection. However, we agree that a
trade-through rule may provide a ussful supplement to the duty of best execution,
provided that such a rule is appropriately tailored.
2. Our support for a trade-through rille is conditioned on provision of

adequate means for imtitutional invotors to m a n q e the risks associated with
large trading positions. We do not believe that the exemptions for benchmark
orders and market sweeps contained in the NMS Reproposal ate adequate in this
regard. We therefore propose a gencral carve-out for block-sized orders that are
"not held" or subject to special handling instructions. Such an approach would
provide the flexibility required by instit~~tional
investors while avoiding many of
the administrative costs associated with thc general "opt-outr' exemption
originally proposed by rhe SEC.

3, In thc ubsencc of a larye-order carve-out or similar exemption, JPMSI also
believes that any trade-through rule i s likely to impose excessive cosrs on
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inveskors as a whole through the distortive effects such a rule wild have on
competition.

SEC does not provide for a large order carve-out or similar exemption,
.TPMSI supports expansion of the benchmark exemption or creation of an
additional exemption to cover stopped orders. Such orders are consistent with
price protection, and provide an economically efficient means for investors with
larse positions to transfer trading risk to intermeditaries with the skills to most
effectively manage such risk.

4. If the

5. If the SEC does not provide for a large order carve-out or similar exemption,
JMPSIwould also advocate limiting trade-through protection to he national best
bid or offer (the "NBBO")in each security rather than protecting the best bid or
offer ("BBO") of each trading center (the "Top of Book Alternative") or
permilting such trading centers to choose protection for quotes below their BBOs
('the"Depth of Book Alternative"). An NBBO alternative would provide
significantly increased protection for limit orders as compared Lo the status quo,
but would avoid many of thc problems of the Top of Book and Depth of Book
Alternatives.

We elaborate on each of these cvnclusions in the discussion below.
1.

The NMS Reproposal Provides Improvements in Tailoring the Scope

o f the Tradc-Through Rule.

JPMSI believes that the most effective way to promote the goals of the
NMS is through a regulatory framework that provides for transparent and
accessible markcts. Given broker-dealers' obligations to provide best cxccution,
an NMS that provides efficient linkages between trading centers that arc requird
to make limit orders accessible would provide substantial incentives for the
display of limit orders critical to price discovery and liquidity.
However, while JPMSI bclieves that the touchstones ofprice discovery
and liquidity are transparency and accessibility, we also agrce with the SEC that
an inter-market trade-through rule, if properly structured, can be a useful
reinforcement to the duty of best execution, As noted by the SEC,principal agent
conflicts can lead to less than best execution, particularly for retail investors who
may not haw thc sophistication or resources to assess the quality of the trades
provided by their agents. .By prohibiting the execution of orders at prices inferior
to those displayed, a trade-through rule can thcrd'orc help provide protection to
limit orders and further encourage their use.
.IPMSI also considers several aspects of the reproposed trade-through rule
to be significant improvements over the initial proposal. JPMSI agrees with the
SEC that tradc-through protection for manual quotes would potentially lead to
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undue delays in executiod and therefore supports limiting the trade-through rule
to automated quotes. JPMSl also agrees with the principal of equal treatment for
Nasdaq and the exchanges, and agrees that a "quote-by-quote" approach is a
feasible one that preserves flexibility for trading centers to develop innovative
hybrid platforms. P M S I further supports exemptions from the trade-throufi rule
for flickering quotes, inter-rnarket sweeps and bmchmark orders as tools to help
provide for fair and orderly trading and facilitate trading strategies that arc
important for large orders.
11.

Any Trade-Through Ruk Should Be Balanced by A General
Exemption for Large Orders.

A- lnformed Freedom of Choice is Requisite to Best Execution for
Institutional Investors.

While JPMSI generally recopizes the potential benefits of the reproposed tradethrough rule, our support is conditioned on provision of an exemption for the
large orders often presented by institutional investors. Although the SEC has
previously proposed a general opt-out for consenting customers that could cover
this condition, wc believc that such an approach would be unnecessarily broad
and administratively burdcnsorne. heref fore, we do not propose that the SEC
tbc addition to
should reintroduce the general opt-out. Rathcr, we
reproposed Rule 61 1 of an exemption for "not-held" and customer directed orders
where such orders are for at least 10,000 shares or $200,000 (a "large order
carve-out"). Such an exemption would be consistent with the para mete.^ of
orders that are excluded from the stalistics disclosed to the public pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule I 1Ac1-5.

In the first instance, such a large order carve-out is critical to ensluing that
the NMS promotes the interests of all investors. As the SEC has repeatedly
ncknow~ed~cd,
cxccution against the best displayed p i c e is not equal to best
execution. For any particular trade, multiple factors may bear on the quality of
execution, including speed, certainty of execution, liquidity and depth,
opportunities for price improvement, anonymity, m o r rates, and the quality of a
trading cenler ' s program of self-regulation. These factors all relate to costs that
are not caprured by q~~oted
prices, such as market access and transactional fees,
market impact costs, costs of broken or erroneous trades, and indirect costs such
as market data cosrs. A trade-throuyh rule without a large order carve-out would
effectively privilege the displayed price as the overriding factor in best execution
analysis. thereby foreclosing or seriously hnmpering thc abiliry of jnvestors lo
manage costs that are frequently more significant for them.
In the case of retail investors, JPMSI recognizes that the need for opt
may not be signif cant. Such investors are generally not concerned with speed
beyond a fcw seconds and are not likely to suffer from market impact costs. The

out
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burdens associated with an opt-out to such investors, including the cost and
potential for confusion and manipulation, generally outweigh any benefits that
rctail investors would receive from such an option. Therefore, JPMSI has not
advocated extending the option to trade-through posted quotations to retail
investors.
By contrast, institutional investors are frequently concerned with issues
such as speed, ability to accommodate size, and prevention of frontrunning.
Notwithstanding the fact that trade-through protection under the NMS Rcproposal
would be limited to automated quotes, institutional investors will continue to need
the ability to forego trade-through protection for a variety of reasons. For
example, institutional investors may need to execute in block-size q ~ ~ i c kor
l y lockin a block at a ccrtain price. Such investors would likely prefer to forgo executing
a portion of a large trade at thc best displayed price (whether through a swecp or
otherwise) because such benefit could be insignificant compared to substantial
market impact costs of signalmg the nature of their orders (and the dealer's
subsequent facilitation position) to the market. Similarly, it may be in the interest
of such investors to forso the benefit of hitting inside quotes for a portion of a
block trade where the pricc bellefit is outweighed by the trlvlsaction costs of
executing against multiple counterparties across markets or doing business with
particular markets.

B. Without a Large Order Carve-Out or Similar Exemption, the
Burden on Institutional Investors will be Disproportionate to the Market
Benefits.
,hthe NMS Reproposal, the SEC staff concluded that "advocates of the
opt-out exception have failed to considar the: interests of.. .both those who submit
marketable orders and those who submit limit orders." JPMSI respectfully
disayrees with the assessment. While the benefits o f a trade-through rule are
limited, the costs to investors with larse marketable orders who would be
restricted in the manner in which they could manaye (he risks associated with
such orders would be substantial. We therefore submit that without a large order
y justify the costs for
carve-out, the benefits of a trade-through rule are ~ d i k e l to
institutional investors and the retail investors thar they frequently represent.
Consider the limits of the benefit proposed. While a trade-through rule
may provide some protection for limit orders beyond that provided by enhancing
market access and transparency. inter-market trade-throughs are only one of
several practices that may cause a displayed limit order to be bypassed. Other
significant factors include internalization or price-matchins, "pennyiag" by
market participants whose presence in the market creates structural advantages
over most investors, md intra-market trading rules of some exchanges that
diverge Born true price-time priority. In the face of these practices, he effect of
an inter-market trade-through rule on incentives to post limit orders will be
limited. Conversely, a large ordm cnrv=-out for institutional investors will do

relatively little to blunt jnkntives to post such orders.
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Morsover, while the NMS Reproposal asserts that transactiom that trade
through a published quote "fres-ride" on price discovery, we believe that the SEC
has overstated the extent of any "economic externalities" created by kadethroughs. As a general matter, a large order will either directly or indirectly
interact with. (or contribute to) displayed liquidity. In cases where a market maker
or dealer executes a block transaction with a customer at a price that is away from
the NBBO, the market maker or dealer will then itself generally trade against
displayed o r d m or provide its own limit orders reflecting the block. In other
cases, an investor may choose to bypass the "best" displayed limit order lo
interact with a limit order (or orders) displayed on a different market. In such
cases the investor is not "fiee riding" on price discovery, but is rather interacting
with the limit orders it considers to actually be the best, taking into account
factors such as certainty of execution and the characteristics of the market on
which the limit order resides. Rather than creating economic externalities, this
creates incentives for investors to place theit litnit orders in the most efficient
trading centers.
Conversely, a trade-through rule that does not provide flexibility for
providers of large marketable orders to manage thc risks associated with such
orders would impose large and disproportionats burdens on institutional investors.
While sweep orders and VWA.P trading may be used to place large orders in some
cases, such stra~egieswill frequently be inadequate. Institutional investors often
buy and sell relatively illiquid stocks in block sires. Such orden may be time
sensitive, and are unlikely to be fully accommodated by a single sweep of 1irni.t
orders. .Insuch cases, investors forced to s w q the market in order to satisfy
rrade-through requirements would be exposed to potentially large market impact
costs as [hey are forced to disclose the size of their interest to market insiders.
Such a result would also interfere with the economic~lllyefficient transfer of
trading risks from institutional investors to broker-dealers who are best able to
manage such risks.
We also note that forcing investors with large marketable orders to
perfonn sweeps i s likely to inlposc costs on retail investors beyond those who are
represented by instjlutions that place large marketable orders. A tradc-through
rule that essentially forces investors to perform sweeps is likely to increase
volatility in the marketplace, particularly for relatively illiquid securities. Such
volatility will be especially costly to retail investors who are relatively
uninformed about short-term price movements.
A fundmental tenet of our markets is that all participants are free to
exercise their informed judgment in determining how when and whcrc to cxccute
an ordcr. To disenfranchise institutional investors for whom best execution
frequen~lydiverges from best posted quotes by llmiting their srraregics for

managing risk would be to create, a burden that is both unfairly distributed and
disproportionate to the limited henefirs o f trade-through protection.
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C. Without n Large Order Carveout the Trade-Through Rule is
.Likely to Impose Excessive Costs Through Effects on Competition.

In addition to the disproportionate burden imposed on orders for which
best execution does not equal best displayed price, a trade-through rule without a
large order carve-out is likely to &rnpen the benefits of competition.

.hthe NMS reproposal, the SEC rebutted arguments that the proposed
trade through rule would ~ssentiallyeliminate inter-market competition and fieeze
market development. In essence, the SEC argued that since the trade rhrough rule
would not mandate time priority along with price priority, it would permit
providers of market orders to choose brtween trading centers displaying limit
orders at equal prices. Such freedom of choice would create incentives for
markets to innovate and compete to attract these orders. Although there is merit
to this analysis, we respectfdly submit that it fails to address the ultimate issue.
Notwithstanding the potential for competition where limit orders are
equally priced, it is also clear that a. trade-through rule would create a limited
regulatory license or monopoly whenever a market center can post quotes with
superior displayed prices. The availability of such a regulatory license will create
adverse incentives for trading centers to realize monopoly profits from the ability
to force market participants to execute orders against their displayed quotes.3
Such profits could further be used to pay rebates to .limit orders in order to attract
such orders, f u ~ l i n ga cycle that could yenerally be harmful to the market as a
whole.
As an empirical matter, it is unclear how these adverse incentives will
interact with competition. However, such incentives would likely be stronger the
greater the extent of the regulatory license provided by thc trade-through rule.
Thus, the impact on competition is likely to be greatest in the event of adoption of
the Depth of Book Alternative. Conversely a large order carve-out would tend to
enhance competitive incentives by permitting investors to exercise their judgment
to bypass markets that are inefficient or attempt to impose extra direct or indirect

fees.

In the face of a choice between limit order protection and protection of
free competition, JPMSI sees no compelling evidence that the benefits of
aggressive limit order protection will jusri fy the costs. Moreover, JPMSI opposes
such an approach on prudential grounds. The N M S involves complex and
evolving market structures that arc likely to respond to regulatory interventions in
unpredictable ways. Such conditions call for delicate balancing and a measure of
conservatism in the Face speculative costs and benefits. We believe that the
reyulatory philosophy in this instance should be to "first do no harm," and to
3

Such monopoly
profits
would be produccd by the imposition of direct or indirect fees.
.
For examplc, adoption of a trade-through rille would create incentives to maximiz~access fees
within the limits established by Regulation NMS.
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impose the risk of substantial costs only whcn they can be justified by clear
benefits. We believe that inclusion of a large order carve-out would be more
consistent with such an approach because it would mitigate the market distorting
effects o f a trade-through rule while largely preserving beneficial incentives for
limit orders.

In the Absence o f a Large Order Carve-Ouf Stop Orders Should be
111.
Exempted under the Exception for Benchmark Orders.
In the event that the SEC adopts a trade-through rule without providing for
a large order carve-out, .WMST believes that it should provide a specific
exemption for stop orders or broaden the benchmark order exemption to cover
such order^.^ Such ordcrs arc consistent with price protection and market
efficiency where the orders are "not-held" orders that are stopped at a price that is
superior to the corresponding national best bid or offer at the time the order is
&tmd.

To illustrate the desirability of an exemption for such stopped orders,
assume a broker-dealer receives n "not held" order to sell 100,000 shares of XYZ
stock at a rime when the markel for the stock i s 19.90 bid by 20.00 offer. The
customer wants to ensure that it receives an execution that is no lower than 19.00
and the broker-dealer is willing to stop the customer at that price because it is
confident that it can use its expertise to work the order without pushing the market
below the stop price. Such an arrangement represents an economically eficient
lrwsfet of risk from the risk averse client to a pwty that is capable of beatins (he
risk at lower cost due to its expertise. Moreover, such an arrangement is
consistent with price protection and does not "ftee ride" on price discovery. So
long as thc market remains above the stop price, the broker-dealer will, as with
any "not-held" order, execute the order through a combination of hitting limit
orders on the bid side and offering the position piecemeal through posting limit
orders on the offer side. If the market goes beyond the limit price, the brokcrdealer may be forced to take the remainder of the customer's order as principal at
thc stop price.

However, a trade-through rule would increase the cost of this arrangement
and could be prohibitive in the absence of an exemption since it would impose
additional risk on the broker-dealer. In our example, assume that the brokerdealer was unable to complete the order before the market moved past the stop
price. Further assume that the market was at 18.50 by 18.55 by the time the
broker-dealer needed to complete the customer's order. In order to complete the
custonwx's order, the broker-dcalcr would iirsr n e d to sweep the displayed offer
'I In footnote 149 o f the NMS Reproposal, the SEC states that as a prclininary m;lRer, it
docs noc believe that stop orders should be excepted from reproposed rule 61 1 under the
benchmark order extmption because such orders are indirectly based on the quotcd prict of stock
at the rime of cxzcution and their nwterial term are known whcn the commitment to order was

made.
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at 18.55 and each additional protected offer in the NMS up to 19.00 (including the
till depth of any displayed limit book ~ ~ n dthe
e r proposed Depth of Book
Alternative). In esseme, these limit orders would "free-ride" on the stop order,
capturing the benefit of the transfer of risk between the broker-dealer and the
customer. Moreover, any such sweep would make the broker-dealer increase xts
long exposure beyond the customcr commitment acquired as a result of the
stopped execution. Thus,without an exemption, liquidity prov~derswould have
little incentive to guarantee customer orders through use of the "stop" and the rule
would create disincentives for the provision of liquidity.

W . If the SEC Does Not Provide a Large Order Carve-Out or Similnr
Exemption, the Scope of Limit Order Protection Should be Limited t o the
NBBO.

JPMSI also advocates limiting the scope of trade-through protection to the
NBBO rather than adopting either the Top o f Book Alternative or the Depth o f
Book Alternative. Without such a carve-out, JPMSI believes that the Depth of
Book Alternative would represent the least desirable balance of costs and benefits,
since such an alternative would maximize both the costs for those with large
rnarketablc orders and distorting effects on market competition. While the Top of
Book Alternative would avoid some of the problems of a Depth of Book
Alternative in theory, JPMSl is concerned that "top of b o o k would mean "depth
o f book" in practice. Moreover, the Top of Book Alternative may create unique
unintmded consequences. An NBBO approach would be less likely to lead
inevitably to depth of book protection and would avoid many of the unmtended
consequences of the Top of Book Alternative while still prowding improved limit
order protection compared to the current reyime.

JPMSI believes that the Depth of Book ~lternativewould be the least
desirable because it would maximize the negative effects described in sections I1
A through D above. Such an alternative, would minimize choice for i~lvestors
with large marketable orders and maximize their forced exposure to markets that
they may have reason to wish to avoid. Tt would thus minimize the flexibility
needed to obtain best execution. The Depth of Book Alternative would also likely
increase market impact costs for many orders, since it would require sweeps that
would produce strong signals as to the nature of an investor's trading interest.
Moreovcr, the Depth of Book Alternative would maximize the monopoly value of
the regulatory license provided by the trade-through rule. It would thus also
maximize the incentive to compete to take advantage of this replatory license
rather than provide the best service.
Whilc the Top of Book Alternative is intended to strike a dicerent balwce
between limit order protection, investor choice and competition, there are at least
two reasons why "top of book" is likely in practice to mean "depth of book."
First, once a large marketable order is forced to swccp the BBOs ~f multiple
markets (and thus signal order size to the market), it will arguably be inconsistent
with best execution, not to sweep the depth of book of those markets th.at make
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additional quotes accessible. Second, even if it is pernlissible not to sweep the
full depth of each mark~tconsistcnt with best execution, swecps of each market's
BBO will lead to irrational results as quotes in one market that are worse than
market's BBO may be bypassed in favor of still worse quotes that happen to be at
the top of another market. This result will lead to regulatory pressure to move to
depth of book protection both because the Top of Book Alternative fails to
provide rati.ona1protection for limit orders, and because it will result in inferior
prices for those forced to conduct sweeps.

Moreover, we believe that the Top of Book Alternative is likely to have
several unintended consequences. Because the Top of Book Alternative would
only protect the best displayed ordcr of each market, it would create incentives for
providers of limit orders to move orders from market to market in order to place
those orders in a market where they will be displayed as the best bid or offer. The
result would likely be that market participants would ellgage in an economically
inefficient competition to develop costly computer systems that route and re-route
limit orders to various markets based on the probability of achieving tradethrough protection, Such routing activity in order to "game" the tradc-through
rule would likely degade rhe qualiry and accessibility of quotes. Similarly, by
skipping over quotes, the Top of Book Altemative would provide opporlunities
for market insiders to make short-term trading gains on market sweeps at the
expense of long-term investors.'
.Finally, the incentive structure created by the Top of Book Alternative
could also lead to increased market fragmentation despite the SEC's intent to the
contrary. The Top of Book Alternative would create incentives to dispersa quotes
across trading centers. Moreover, it would also create incentives to open
additional trading centers in order to providc additional space for limit orders to
find protecrion under the rule.
By contrast, an NBBO alternative would provide enhanced protcclion for
limit orders without many of the problems raised by the Top of Book and Depth
of Book Alternatives. An NBBO alternative would provide appropriate
incentives for encouraging aggressive limit orders by protecting the most valuable
orders, those that arc at the best price for any given security. Moreover, unlike
the current regime. an NBBO alternative would provide an enforceable rule by
requiring market centers to develop policies and procedures to prevent tradethroughs rather than relyiny on the complaint procedure that is currently in effect
for tho ITS and it would expand protection to a wider range of securities.

'

For example, assume that the top bid on Exchangr: A is 18.00 and the second bid in the
queue is 17.95 while the top bid on Exch~ngzR is 17,SS. A markct particip~ntlooking to make a
short-term trading prolit could post a bid on Exchange B of 17.9, thereby getting trade-through
protection requiring a marketable limit order to execute against this bid in any sweep o f displayed
bids beyond this price. Once ~ u c h
n swcop occurs, t h person
~
posting tbc bid on Exchangc A
rvould then be able to sell the newly acquired stock against thr Ibrrnerly second best bid on
E X C ~ ~ SA,
UG
locking in rho 5 cent diffwe~lce. Sims this strategy depends on speed, the likely
result would be KO benefit market insiders at the expense o f long-term sad retail investors.
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At the same time, the NBBO alternative would provide reasonable
flexibility for providers of Ittrse niarketable orders to manage the risks associated
with lhose orders. Unlike the Top of Book and Depth of Book Alternatives, an
NBBO alternative would not require such investors to conduct market sweeps
alerting market insiders to their positions. Such an approach would also crcate
limited adverse incentives for markets and would avoid the irrationalities of the
top of book alternative. Finally, such an approach would also not create
incentives to "game" the rule by strategically moving displayed quotcs from
market to market, since only the bcst quote in any security would be protected,
regardless of its location. We thus believe that, in the abssncc of a large order
carve-out, an NBBO approach would provide the most reasonable balancing of
the interest of those providing market and limit orders, while providing the least
danyer of creating economic externalities that harm the securities markets as a
whole.

JPMST appreciates the opportunity to comment on these important and
timely provisions proposed in Regulation NMS. We look forward to continuing
to work with the SEC to develop and implement improvements to the U.S.
markets in the months and years ahead. If you have any questions cowerning
these comments, or would like to discuss these comments furtller, please feel fies
to contact Julius Leiman-Carbia at (212) 622-6592 or myself at (2 12) 622-2778.
Very truly yours,

Q2-5~
mes T. Brett

Manasins Director,
J.P. Morgan Securities Inc.
cc:

C b d . m m William H. Donaldson
Commissioner Paul S.Atkins
Commissioner R o d C. Campos
Co~nmissionerCynthia A. Glassman
Commissioner Harvey J. Goldschmid
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If you do not rcceivc all of the pages, please contact the above phone number as soon as possible or my
assistant Louisc Friello at 2 12-622-5669,

Dear Mr. Katz,

On behalf of J.P. Morgan Securities Inc., I am enclosing the comments of James T. Brett.
Managing Director, to the Commission's re-proposal of Reg NMS (Rel. 34-50870).
Regards,
Julius R. Leiman-Carbia
JP Morgan Chase Bank
277 Park Avenue, Floor B
New York, NY 10017
Phone: 212-622-6592

E-mail: julius.r.leiman-carbia@jpmchase,com

